Many stem cell niches contain support cells that increase contact with stem cells by enwrapping them in cellular processes. One example is the germ stem cell niche in C. elegans, which is composed of a single niche cell termed the distal tip cell (DTC) that extends cellular processes, constructing an elaborate plexus that enwraps germ stem cells. To identify genes required for plexus formation and to explore the function of this specialized enwrapping behavior, a series of targeted and tissue-specific RNAi screens were performed. Here we identify genes that promote stem cell enwrapment by the DTC plexus, including a set that specifically functions within the DTC, such as the chromatin modifier lin-40/MTA1, and others that act within the germline, such as the 14-3-3 signaling protein par-5. Analysis of genes that function within the germline to mediate plexus development reveal that they are required for expansion of the germ progenitor zone, supporting the emerging idea that germ stem cells signal to the niche to stimulate enwrapping behavior. Examination of wild-type animals with asymmetric plexus formation and animals with reduced DTC plexus elaboration via loss of two candidates including lin-40 indicate that cellular enwrapment promotes GLP-1/Notch signaling and germ stem cell fate. Together, our work identifies novel regulators of cellular enwrapment and suggests that reciprocal signaling between the DTC niche and the germ stem cells promotes enwrapment behavior and stem cell fate.
Stem cells require a specialized microenvironment, or niche, comprised of support cells and signaling factors to coordinate stem cell maintenance with production of new cells for tissue renewal, organ regeneration, and tissue expansion (Mesa et al., 2015) . Niche dysregulation is implicated in diseases, including leukemia (Wiseman, 2011; Zambetti et al., 2016) , myelodysplastic syndrome (Hoggatt et al., 2016 ), Alzheimer's disease (Hamilton et al., 2015) , medulloblastoma (Bassett et al., 2016) , and testicular germ cell tumors (Silván et al., 2013) . Thus, understanding mechanisms that regulate stem cell-niche interactions is important for our basic understanding of tissue maintenance, growth, regeneration, and numerous human diseases.
Niche cues are often restricted to stem cells in direct contact with niche cells . In many niches, support cells extend cellular processes that enwrap stem cells. For example, in the mouse testis, Sertoli cells contribute to the niche and extend elaborate cytoplasmic processes around spermatogonial stem cells and progenitors (Oatley et al., 2011; Smith et al., 2012) . Regulated niche-germ cell contact is also seen in the Drosophila testis, where germ stem cells extend projections termed nanotubes into the niche (Inaba et al., 2015) . In the Drosophila intestinal niche, the peripheral cell extends processes surrounding intestinal progenitors (Mathur et al., 2010) . Cellular extensions have also been observed in the Drosophila lymph gland niche (Mandal et al., 2007) . Cellular enwrapment of hematopoietic stem cells by the perivascular niche of zebrafish has been referred to as "endothelial cuddling" (Tamplin et al., 2015) . It has been speculated that enwrapment of stem cells might facilitate stem cellniche signaling Kornberg and Roy, 2014) or adhesion (S. Chen et al., 2013) to promote stem cell fate. Direct evidence for a role for enwrapment of stem cells, however, is lacking. Further, the mechanisms that promote this specialized behavior are poorly understood.
In C. elegans, germline stem cells are maintained by a single-cell niche, called the distal tip cell (DTC) (Kimble and White, 1981) . The DTC extends elaborate processes in young adults that contact germ progenitor cells (stem cells and their proliferative and early-differentiating progeny) (Byrd and Kimble, 2009; Byrd et al., 2014; Cinquin et al., 2015; Crittenden et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2013) . In the distal-most region of the gonad where the germ stem cells reside, the DTC extends elaborate processes that enwrap these cells, forming what has been termed the DTC plexus (Byrd et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016) . The correlation of the plexus with the stem cell pool suggests that enwrapment might promote stem cell fate, repress differentiation, or both. Intriguingly, previous work showed that genetically forcing germ cells to differentiate caused loss of DTC elaboration (Byrd et al., 2014) , suggesting that germ progenitor cells might be required to stimulate enwrapping behavior to construct the DTC plexus. Together, these observations suggest possible reciprocal signaling interactions between the DTC and progenitor cells that promote stem cell fate.
To identify regulators of germ stem cell enwrapment by the C. elegans DTC niche, a targeted RNAi screen of over 700 genes required for robust fecundity and cell communication was performed. Using germline-and DTC-specific RNAi strains, the screen isolated genes that function directly in the DTC to promote plexus formation. Reduction of the plexus correlated with a decrease in the stem cell pool, indicating that the enwrapment of germ cells within the plexus supports germ stem cell fate. The screen also identified genes that promote enwrapment and function within the germline. All of the germline-functioning genes analyzed were required for expansion of the germ progenitor zone, supporting the idea that germ stem cells foster enwrapping behavior to form the DTC plexus. Together, these studies reveal numerous genes that regulate germ stem cell enwrapment. Further, our results reveal an apparent positive feedback loop between the niche and the germ stem cells: enwrapment by the DTC niche promotes germ stem cell fate and germ stem cells signal back to the niche and stimulate enwrapment.
Results

A targeted RNAi screen identifies genes required for DTC plexus formation
The DTC niche in C. elegans hermaphrodites elaborates at the L4 larval stage from a cap-like structure with a few short intercalating processes (SIPs) that extend between germ cells to a dramatically elaborated plexus, composed of extensive processes that enwrap germ stem cells by the early adult stage (Fig. 1A) . As germ stem cells divide and are displaced from the niche, they differentiate into gametes, producing sperm during the L4 larval stage and oocytes in adult worms. We reasoned that genes promoting germ stem cell niche formation might impact fecundity. Additionally, we hypothesized that dynamic DTC enwrapment of germ cells would involve genes mediating cell-cell communication. We thus designed a targeted RNAi screen of 708 genes known to be required for robust fecundity and cell communication (see Methods). RNAi knockdown was performed for these genes by first treating L1 worms containing markers for fluorescently-labeled DTC membranes and germ cell nuclei (Fig. 1B and Table S1). DTC morphology was then evaluated in 1-to 2-day-old adult animals. We used a > 50% reduction in DTC plexus length as the criteria for a DTC plexus defect (the plexus surrounds one to four rows of germ cells instead of eight to nine rows as in wild-type animals (Byrd et al., 2014) ). Importantly, the plexus is defined as the portion of the DTC (including the cap) with short intercalating processes (SIPs) that enwrap germ cells and is distinct from the few long processes and fragments of DTC membrane that extend beyond the SIPs (Byrd et al., 2014; Fig. 1A) . These long processes do not correlate with the extent of the germ progenitor zone (Cinquin et al., 2015; Crittenden et al., 2006 Crittenden et al., , 1994 Fitzgerald and Greenwald, 1995; Hall et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2016; Pepper et al., 2003) , whereas the plexus region overlaps with the stem cell pool (Byrd et al., 2014) . In our initial screen of 708 genes by L1 RNAi treatment, we found that RNAi-mediated loss of 45 genes produced a DTC plexus defect in 15% or more of treated animals (Table  S2 ; see Section 4 for rationale for determining the threshold for plexus defects). Knockdown of an additional 100 genes resulted in developmental defects, which precluded scoring of adults (Table S3) .
To more selectively identify genes that act during the critical period of DTC plexus formation and avoid developmental perturbations that might indirectly affect DTC enwrapping behavior, we performed an additional L3/L4 RNAi screen, exposing worms to RNAi approximately 12 h prior to DTC plexus formation (Dalfó et al., 2012; Kamath et al., 2001) . With this temporally restricted knockdown strategy, we rescreened the 45 genes required for DTC plexus formation. We also rescreened the 100 genes that were required for developmental progression after L1 RNAi treatment to avoid early developmental defects associated with loss of these genes. With this secondary screen, we identified 29 genes whose RNAi-mediated loss caused a DTC plexus defect (Table 1, Table S4 ). These genes represent multiple functional classes (Table 1) , including protein synthesis and degradation (hars-1, rpl-11.1, F23B12.7, W07E6.2/Notchless, ppp-1, uba-1, dre-1), mitochondrial function (nuo-1, let-754, C16A3.5, rpom-1, dld-1), cell signaling (clr-1, lin-3/EGF, sur-6), transport and vesicle trafficking (dyn-1, sec-10, emo-1, copa-1, sar-1), RNA regulation (rnp-7, snr-2), chromatin and transcription (lin-40/MTA1, pab-1, his-72), cytoskeleton (unc-112), and nuclear transport and signaling (ran-1/Ran, ftt-2). Four genes associated with the screen for which putative null alleles were available (ftt-2, lin-40, his-72, sur-6) showed a reduction in the DTC plexus. We also examined animals harboring a null mutation of exoc-8, a regulatory subunit of the exocyst complex (Jiu et al., 2012) , as a surrogate for the exocyst component sec-10, whose null allele is lethal (Zou et al., 2015) . Loss of exoc-8 also showed a reduced DTC plexus. Together, the reduction of DTC elaboration in these null mutants confirms the specificity of their RNAi knockdown phenotypes and the fidelity of the screen ( Fig. 2 and Table S5 ).
Identification of genes that act in germ cells to promote plexus formation
Germ progenitor cells may signal to the DTC to foster enwrapment during plexus formation. Forcing premature differentiation of germ cells in young adult animals has been reported to result in a failure of DTC elaboration, suggesting that germ progenitor cells are required for plexus formation (Byrd et al., 2014) . This defect, however, was not quantified. We thus repeated the experiment, utilizing the GLP-1/ Notch temperature-sensitive allele glp-1(e2144) that causes germ cell differentiation (adoption of meiotic fate) at 25°C (Austin and Kimble, 1987; Priess et al., 1987) . Quantitative analysis revealed that the plexus completely failed to elaborate in glp-1(e2144) animals after shifting L4 animals to the restrictive temperature (25°C) (Fig. 3A) , suggesting that the DTC does not enwrap meiotic germ cells. This analysis confirms that initial DTC elaboration requires GLP-1/Notch signaling, presumably due to a requirement for germ progenitor cells, as previous studies have shown that restoration of germ progenitor cells in a GLP-1/ Notch-deficient background restores the DTC plexus (Byrd et al., 2014) . To determine whether the DTC plexus continues to depend on germ progenitor cells after it forms in young adults, we next performed a temperature shift after DTC elaboration occurred. Young adult animals exposed to the restrictive temperature showed reduced plexus length compared to control animals ( Fig. 3A' ), suggesting that germ progenitor cells help maintain the DTC plexus.
We next hypothesized that some of the genes identified in our screen might function indirectly in the germ cells to promote enwrapment, since the DTC appears to require a robust germ progenitor cell population to form and maintain the plexus. Thus, compromising germ progenitor cells may indirectly affect plexus formation. To determine if genes identified in our screen function cell-autonomously within the germline but not the DTC, we used the rrf-1(pk1417) background, which reduces somatic but not germline RNAi efficiency (Sijen et al., 2001) . This strain has been widely used for germline-specific RNAi, although it has been reported to have RNAi activity in the intestine (Kumsta and Hansen, 2012) . Importantly, the rrf-1 strain does not appear to be sensitive to RNAi in the DTC (Kumsta and Hansen, 2012) , making it suitable for testing germline versus DTC site of action.
Using the rrf-1 germline-specific RNAi strain, we identified a set of genes whose loss in the germline indirectly caused DTC plexus defects (Table 2) . DTC defects were observed in > 15% of animals after germline RNAi knockdown of the histone variant his-72 (Ooi et al., 2006) , the polyA-binding protein pab-1, a subunit of the COPI Golgito-ER (endoplasmic reticulum) vesicle coat protein complex copa-1, the ER protein translocator Sec. 61p γ homolog emo-1, the GTPase ran-1/Ran, a regulator of ribosomal biogenesis W07E6.2/Notchless, and the 14-3-3 signaling protein par-5 (Fig. 4A) . SAGE analysis has indicated that these genes are expressed in dissected gonads, though multiple somatic gonad cells including the DTC are present in this sample (Wang et al., 2009) . Notably, pab-1, W07E6.2, and par-5 have reported roles in germ cell proliferation (Aristizábal-Corrales et al., 2012; Ko et al., 2010; Voutev et al., 2006) . Germline-expression profiling previously showed that his-72, ran-1, W07E6.2, and snr-2 are enriched in wild-type animals compared to germline-depleted mutants (Reinke et al., 2004) , suggesting that these genes are expressed in the germline. Additionally, a single copy transgenic reporter for par-5 (Mikl and Cowan, 2014 ) is expressed in germ cells (Fig. 5) . Though we did not observe expression of a copa-1 reporter in germ cells, germline silencing of multicopy transgenic arrays has been frequently observed (Praitis et al., 2001) , and in situ hybridization for copa-1 from the NEXTDB database showed strong staining throughout the gonad (Antoshechkin and Sternberg, 2007) .
To determine if loss of these germline-functioning genes might alter the DTC plexus indirectly by affecting germ progenitor cells, we next examined the germ cells after knockdown of selected genes. Short gonad arms with fewer germ cells were observed in germline-specific L1 knockdown of W07E6.2 (observed in 7/22 animals), copa-1 (21/ 25), pab-1 (23/28), and par-5 (7/29), compared to the RNAi control (L4440 empty vector, 0/24). Reduced progenitor zone length was The distal tip cell niche (DTC, green, lag-2 > GFP::CAAX) elaborates from a simple cap in the L4 larval stage (left) to form a plexus of processes enwrapping germ stem cells (magenta, mex-5 > H2B::mCh) in the adult C. elegans gonad 24 h later (right). The germ stem cell pool (the distal-most 5 -8 rows of germ cells), the progenitor zone (stem cells and their proliferative and early-differentiating progeny), and the meiotic transition zone (marked by entry into meiotic prophase) are labeled (bottom panel, third column). The DTC plexus region including the cap and short intercalating processes (SIPs) is labeled, and long external processes (LEPs) that extend farther than the plexus (white arrowheads) and fragments of processes are also indicated (black arrowheads, top panel, fourth column). Fluorescence images are full projections of the DTC from confocal z slices (see Section 4). Lateral views of 3D isosurface renderings and transverse views of a 30-μm region of the DTC plexus rendering (boxed) (top panel, fifth and sixth columns) are shown indicating short intercalating processes (SIPs, arrowheads). Adult gonad image is comprised of two tiled images. Scale bars, 10 μm. (B) A targeted RNAi screen for failure of germ cell enwrapment identified 45 genes required early in development following L1 exposure to RNAi (at least 15% of examined animals had a 50% reduction in DTC plexus length), along with 100 genes producing developmental defects that precluded DTC scoring. A second round of screening identified 29 genes required specifically during the L4 and young adult stage, the critical period of DTC elaboration.
L.M. Linden et al. Developmental Biology 429 (2017) 271-284 observed in W07E6.2/Notchless, copa-1, pab-1, and par-5 (Fig. 4A' ). Large nuclei suggestive of premature differentiation or cell division defects in the distal gonad were also observed for par-5 (16/29 animals), copa-1 (21/25), and pab-1 (10/28), compared to the empty vector control (0/24). Taken together, these observations support the idea that while the DTC promotes germ stem cell fate (Byrd and Kimble, 2009; Kimble and White, 1981) , the progenitor cells provide a reciprocal cue back to the DTC to promote its enwrapping behavior during plexus formation.
Identification of genes that function in the DTC to promote plexus formation
We next wanted to determine if any genes identified in our screen promote DTC enwrapping behavior directly (cell-autonomously) in the DTC. To accomplish this, we generated a DTC-specific, RNAi-hypersensitized strain with fluorescently labeled DTC membranes to highlight the DTC plexus [(lag-2 > mNeonGreen::PH::F2A::rde-1; rrf-3(pk1426); rde-1(ne219)]; see Methods for construction and validation of DTC specificity and Fig. S1 ). DTC plexus defects were observed in > 15% of animals after DTC knockdown of the 14-3-3 proteins ftt-2 and par-5, the sole C. elegans Ran GTPase ortholog ran-1, the NuRD nucleosome remodeling complex subunit lin-40/MTA1, the polyAbinding protein pab-1, the COPI subunit copa-1, the histidyl tRNA synthetase hars-1, the focal adhesion and muscle dense body component unc-112, and the spliceosome component rnp-7 (Table 3) . Importantly, DTC knockdown of these eight genes did not grossly perturb the germline, consistent with specific knockdown and function in the DTC (n = 20/20 animals per treatment showed wild-type size and regionalization of the germline) (Fig. S2) . Three of these genesran-1, copa-1, and pab-1 -were required in both the DTC and germ cells, consistent with their essential cellular functions. Available expression reporters for lin-40 (McKay et al., 2003) , sec-10, and copa-1 were expressed in the DTC (Fig. 5 ), consistent with a direct role in promoting DTC enwrapping behavior.
Another gene that appeared to be required in both the DTC and germline to promote DTC plexus formation was par-5. However, the RNAi clone that targets par-5 is also predicted to knock down its close paralog ftt-2 (Li et al., 2007) . To definitively determine the site of action of par-5 and ftt-2, we designed off target-optimized RNAi Genes are grouped by reported function or predicted function based on homologs. DTC plexus defect is reported as the number of animals with a DTC defect out of total number of animals examined for that treatment. The negative control (empty RNAi vector L4440) showed a DTC plexus defect in 8/270 animals scored. Site of action determined by testing RNAis on tissue-specific RNAi strains is listed for distal tip cell (DTC)-specific RNAi and germ cell (GCs)-specific RNAi. For the site of action screen, defects > 15% penetrance are indicated by bolding. a ftt-2 RNAi also targets the close paralog par-5; thus, gene-specific RNAi was performed to determine site of action (Table S5 ).
L.M. Linden et al. Developmental Biology 429 (2017) 271-284 constructs for par-5 and ftt-2 with the dsCheck program (Naito et al., 2005) . Gene-specific knockdown of par-5 yielded strong DTC plexus defects in the germline-specific RNAi strain (Table S5 and Fig. S3 ) but not in the DTC-specific RNAi strain. These observations are consistent with the reported role of par-5 in directly promoting germ cell proliferation (Aristizábal-Corrales et al., 2012) . Consistent with reports that par-5 is the sole germline C. elegans 14-3-3 protein (Aristizábal-Corrales et al., 2012), a par-5 reporter transgene was expressed in germ cells (Fig. 5 ) and knockdown of ftt-2 in the germline did not affect DTC plexus formation. In contrast to par-5, loss of ftt-2 in the DTC resulted in a plexus defect (Table S5) , and a reporter for ftt-2 was expressed in the DTC (Fig. 5 ). Together these data suggest that this pair of 14-3-3 proteins in C. elegans act in distinct tissues to affect the niche: par-5 promotes DTC elaboration indirectly via its role in germ cell proliferation, and ftt-2 functions in the DTC to promote its enwrapping behavior.
DTC enwrapment of germ stem cells promotes stem cell fate
The DTC acts as the germline stem cell niche and expresses transmembrane Notch ligands that activate GLP-1/Notch signaling in germ cells and promote stem cell fate through direct transcriptional targets including sygl-1 (Kershner et al., 2014) . As sygl-1 is a direct Notch target and stem cell regulator, sygl-1 expression allows more precise assessment of germ stem cells in contrast to measurements of the progenitor zone, which include some early differentiating cells that do not yet show overt features of differentiation (Crittenden et al., 2017) . Single molecule FISH for the stem cell marker sygl-1 showed that germ stem cells actively transcribing sygl-1 are more likely to contact DTC processes (Lee et al., 2016) , suggesting that DTC contact is required for sygl-1 expression. We hypothesized that the function of DTC enwrapment of germ cells is to present a localized source of Notch ligands to a larger pool of cells than an unelaborated cell could contact, thereby allowing a single niche cell to maintain a robust stem cell population. To assess the consequences of reduced DTC enwrapment on germ stem cells, we examined the robustness of niche signaling by utilizing a transcriptional reporter for sygl-1 (sygl-1 > H2B::GFP) (Kershner et al., 2014) . The sygl-1 > H2B::GFP-positive cell population expanded 2.5-fold from the L4 to adult stages, correlating with the time window of plexus formation (Fig. S4 ). This might seem surprising given the reported similar lengths of the sygl-1 active transcription zone measured in germ cell diameters (Lee et al., 2016) . However, the circumferential width of the distal gonad dramatically increases from L4 to adult stages (from~3 germ cell diameters wide to~5 germ cell diameters wide, Fig. 1A ), which might account for the increased sygl-1 > H2B::GFP-positive cell population. Strikingly, in rare cases of wild-type animals with the dense DTC plexus biased to one side of the gonad, sygl-1 > H2B::GFP was exclusively expressed in germ cells within the asymmetric plexus and was absent in distal germ cells on the other side of the gonad (n = 4/4 cases of asymmetric plexus formation and sygl-1 expression observed in 688 animals) (Fig. 6A) . Notably in two of these animals (shown in Fig. 6A ), there were unbranched superficial DTC processes opposite the asymmetric plexus and no sygl-1 reporter expression was observed. This is likely because the long superficial processes are not highly branched and do not intercalate between germ cells to effectively activate Notch expression.
The distribution of sygl-1 > H2B::GFP-positive nuclei during the wild-type developmental progression of the L4-stage DTC cap to the adult plexus, as well as in the rare asymmetric adult plexus, suggest that DTC plexus-germ cell contact leads to sygl-1 reporter activation and the normal expansion of the germ stem cell pool in the adult. We hypothesized that RNAi causing plexus reduction would therefore cause a reduction in the number of sygl-1-positive cells. Indeed, whole body RNAi knockdown of the DTC-autonomous genes lin-40/MTA1 and C16A3.5, which specifically affected the DTC and did not perturb Fig. 2 . DTC plexus defects after RNAi depletion validated with null alleles. In wild-type animals or worms fed control RNAi (L4440 empty vector), DTCs (lag-2 > 2x mKate2::PH) display an elaborate plexus of processes by the one-day-adult stage. In RNAi-treated animals (A) and putative null alleles (B) for ftt-2, lin-40, his-72, and sur-6, DTC plexus defects of > 50% reduction in plexus length were observed. ftt-2 RNAi also targets a close paralog, par-5. Confocal images are displayed as full projections of the DTC (left) and core 10 µm-thick projections of the DTC plexus from central confocal z slices (right; see Section 4). Brackets indicate the length of the elaborated DTC plexus. Scale bar, 10 µm.
L.M. Linden et al. Developmental Biology 429 (2017) 271-284 gonad development (Table S2 , Fig. S2 ), resulted in reduction of DTC plexus length and surface area and a reduced number of sygl-1 > H2B::GFP-positive nuclei (Fig. 6B) . Notably, the number of sygl-1-reporter positive nuclei was similar to the number of cells observed in wild-type L4 animals with unelaborated DTCs (Fig. S4) . Taken together, these observations offer compelling evidence that germ cell enwrapment within the adult DTC plexus extends Notch signaling to additional germ cells to promote germ stem cell fate.
Discussion
Niche cells transmit cues to promote stem cell fate. Cellular enwrapment of stem cells by their niche is commonly observed for a wide range of stem cell systems and is a potential mechanism for mediating signaling specificity. Despite its widespread occurrence, the regulation and function of enwrapment of stem cells by their niche support cells is poorly understood. We performed the first screen for regulators of enwrapment in the C. elegans germ stem cell niche and identified 29 genes required during the critical period when the distal tip cell (DTC) niche forms the DTC plexus by enwrapping germ stem cells. We further investigated whether these genes were required in the DTC niche or the stem cells. We confirmed that germ progenitor cells induce enwrapment by their niche and demonstrated that niche elaboration promotes germ stem cell fate. This reciprocal signaling between niche and stem cell may comprise a positive feedback loop that expands and maintains the stem cell pool.
To detect genes required for DTC plexus formation, we performed an RNAi screen for severe loss of the DTC plexus. We stringently defined a DTC plexus defect as a 50% reduction in plexus length, which is not observed in wild-type animals. Thus, we are confident that even Fig. 3 . Germ progenitor cells are required for initiation and maintenance of the DTC plexus. (A) Forcing germ cell differentiation in temperature-sensitive glp-1(e2144) L4 larval animals at the restrictive temperature resulted in failure of DTC plexus initiation compared to control animals at the permissive temperature (***p < 0.0005, N.S., not significant (p > 0.05), n > 15 for each group, ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer HSD test). (A') Forcing germ cell differentiation in glp-1(e2144) young adults at the restrictive temperature resulted in failure of DTC plexus maintenance compared to control animals at the permissive temperature (*p < 0.05, n > 23 for each group, ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer HSD test). Confocal images are displayed as 6 μm-thick core projections of the DTC plexus or cap. Brackets indicate the length of the DTC plexus. Scale bars, 10 µm.
Table 2
Genes that function in the germ cells to indirectly promote plexus formation. DTC plexus defects were scored as > 50% reduction in plexus length. The number of animals with DTC plexus defects and the total number of animals examined are shown. All 29 genes identified in whole-body RNAi screens were scored in the germline-specific rrf-1(pk1417); RNAi knockdown of genes not shown had no observable DTC defects. a par-5 and ftt-2 are close paralogs targeted by the same RNAi construct.
L.M. Linden et al. Developmental Biology 429 (2017) 271-284 low penetrance defects by RNAi are informative. As knockdown of genes by feeding animals bacteria expressing dsRNA is often incompletely penetrant and variable (Simmer et al., 2003) , a low penetrance defect by feeding RNAi can detect genes with significant roles. As a positive control, we performed RNAi to the key niche regulator lag-2 and observed a low penetrance defect by our stringent criteria. Finally, we validated our RNAi screen candidates with available mutant alleles, which showed higher penetrance defects and confirmed our screening approach. Previous work has suggested that there might be a dynamic interplay between the germ progenitor cells and the DTC to promote its enwrapping behavior during plexus formation. For example, an apparent dependence of the DTC processes on germ progenitor cells has been observed (Byrd et al., 2014) , indicating that genes might affect DTC elaboration indirectly through their roles in the germline. To identify genes that promote DTC plexus formation and determine their site of action, we thus used targeted and tissue-specific RNAi to define sets of genes functioning specifically in the germline and DTC. Such temporally-and tissue-specific strategies enable dissection of the chicken-and-egg relationship of the niche and stem cells.
DTC enwrapping behavior initiates plexus formation between the late L4 and young adult stages, a period of dramatic morphological change in the distal gonad. Careful examination of RNAi knockdown of several germline-functioning genes (copa-1, par-5, W07E6.2, and pab-1) revealed that all led to a reduced germ progenitor zone and to plexus reduction. Further, premature differentiation of distal germ cells in the glp-1(ts) mutant similarly causes plexus reduction (Byrd et al., 2014) . Thus, we hypothesize that the germ progenitor cells generate a cue to stimulate DTC enwrapping behavior to form the plexus in the late L4 and the early adult. As only the germ stem cells seem to be enwrapped (Byrd et al., 2014 , and see below), it is possible that only the stem cells generate a cue that promotes enwrapment. Alternatively, all of the Fig. 4 . The DTC plexus depends on the germ cell progenitor zone. (A) Full projections of confocal z slices of DTCs (lag-2 > 2x mKate2::PH) show that RNAi depletion of W07E6.2, copa-1, par-5, and pab-1 result in a reduction of plexus length compared to control RNAi (L4440 empty vector) (**p < 0.005, ***p < 0.0005, n > 4, ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer HSD test). Brackets indicate the length of the DTC plexus. (A') RNAi knockdown of W07E6.2, copa-1, par-5, and pab-1 resulted in loss or reduction of the germ progenitor zone compared to empty vector control (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.005, ***p < 0.0005, n > 22 for all groups, ANOVA followed by Tukey-Kramer HSD test). A single superficial confocal z slice of DAPI-stained germ cells is shown. Brackets indicate the length of the progenitor zone. Dashed boxes surround meiotic nuclei identified by their crescent shape (inset magnification). Scale bars, 10 µm.
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Developmental Biology 429 (2017) [271] [272] [273] [274] [275] [276] [277] [278] [279] [280] [281] [282] [283] [284] mitotic cells at the L4 -adult transition may send a signal that stimulates enwrapment, and only those that then become enwrapped retain stemness through adulthood. This enwrapment-promoting cue may be generated specifically during the L4 -adult transition when the DTC plexus elaborates. Alternatively, the cue might be produced earlier and the DTC becomes receptive to the signal during the late L4 stage. Notably, the late L4 is the time when DTC migration to form the gonad arm is completed, suggesting that plexus formation might require cessation of migration (Byrd et al., 2014) . The germ cell-autonomous genes we identified may act upstream of a potential germ progenitor cell cue, as none are secreted or transmembrane and thus are not likely candidates to be the cue itself. Further screens that identify germlineexpressed secreted or transmembrane ligands required for DTC enwrapment may identify our hypothesized germ progenitor cell cue. In addition to a role for the germ progenitor cells in the L4 stage in promoting plexus formation, we also found that differentiation of germ progenitor cells in the one-day-old adult reduced the plexus. Thus the germ progenitor cells appear to stimulate enwrapping behavior during plexus formation and are also required for its maintenance. Our screen was biased towards identifying genes required for fecundity, which may include genes that promote germ progenitor cell fate and thus act to support the process of stem cell enwrapment. This is likely the reason this screen did not reveal any genes whose reduction increased the DTC plexus. Notably, genes that function to repress DTC plexus length do exist, as loss of the mitochondrial 2-oxoglutarate carrier misc-1 increases the length of DTC processes and the germ progenitor zone (Gallo et al., 2011) .
As our RNAi screen focused on genes with annotated roles in fecundity, it is possible that we failed to identify genes that promote enwrapment by the DTC but that do not dramatically affect fecundity. Indeed, while we DTC plexus defects were scored as > 50% reduction in plexus length. The number of animals with DTC plexus defects and the total number of animals examined are shown. All 29 genes identified in whole-body RNAi screens were scored in the DTC-specific lag-2 > RDE-1 strain; RNAi knockdown of genes not shown had no observable DTC defects. a par-5 and ftt-2 are close paralogs targeted by the same RNAi construct. Developmental Biology 429 (2017) [271] [272] [273] [274] [275] [276] [277] [278] [279] [280] [281] [282] [283] [284] show that a reduced plexus results in a smaller stem cell pool, it is not yet clear if this reduction in germ stem cells dramatically affects fecundity or whether the strong fecundity defects caused by these genes are due to pleiotropic roles in germline development. However, the observations that a number of the genes we screened function in the DTC to promote enwrapment and that this enwrapment regulates the stem cell pool are consistent with the idea that our screen of genes involved in fecundity likely enriched for direct regulators of germ stem cell enwrapment. It will be interesting to see in future screens if genes that do not alter fecundity reduce DTC elaboration. L.M. Linden et al. Developmental Biology 429 (2017) 271-284 We favor the idea that the germ progenitor cells generate a cue that stimulates enwrapment, rather than acting to stretch DTC processes passively due to adhesion to dividing germ cells. One important piece of evidence for this is that DTC elaboration initiates at a specific developmental stage, the L4-adult transition, when germ cell divisions have slowed (Roy et al., 2015) . In addition, previous studies performed live imaging of DTC process growth and observed that DTC processes grow not only with the distal-to-proximal progression of dividing germ cells but also in the opposite direction (Wong et al., 2013) . These studies also observed that processes form transient structures including rings and branching points and can grow in spurts, all dynamic behaviors that suggest that DTC elaboration is at least in part an active, DTC-autonomous process.
Using our newly developed DTC-specific RNAi strain, our studies identified genes that are required in the DTC for plexus formation. One gene that is necessary for DTC elaboration is lin-40/MTA1, a chromatin regulator, which is part of the nucleosome remodeling and histone deacetylation (NuRD) complex (Solari et al., 1999) . Formation of other stem cell niches, including in the murine testis (Wu et al., 2017) and in the Drosophila ovary (Hitrik et al., 2016; Upadhyay et al., 2016) , also requires specific chromatin regulators. As the DTC actively remodels from a simple cap to a highly branched and elaborate structure, energetically intensive and dynamic membrane addition and remodeling may also be key components underlying plexus formation. Consistent with this idea, our screen implicated genes required for mitochondria (NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductases nuo-1/NDUFV1 and C16A3.5/NDUFB9), the cytoskeleton (focal adhesion component unc-112/FERMT2), and exocytosis (exocyst complex component sec-10/EXOC-5). Interestingly, lin-3/EGF was identified in our initial whole body RNAi screen. The role of EGF signaling in other stem cell niches including in the Drosophila testis (H. Chen et al., 2013; Kitadate and Kobayashi, 2010; Sarkar et al., 2007) and intestinal stem cell niches (Biteau and Jasper, 2011) suggests an interesting parallel between signaling pathways required in the C. elegans and Drosophila stem cell niches.
Niches precisely regulate delivery of stemness signals by various mechanisms including cell-contact based signaling (Anklesaria et al., 1990; Ding et al., 2012) , interactions with extracellular matrix (Wang et al., 2008) , and polarized signaling protrusions (Inaba et al., 2015; Mandal et al., 2007; Rojas-Ríos et al., 2012) . The cellular enwrapment observed in the DTC plexus was previously hypothesized to facilitate juxtacrine cell-cell signaling, to anchor stem cells in the niche, or to impact the microenvironment (Byrd et al., 2014; Crittenden et al., 2006) . The GLP-1/Notch ligands LAG-2 and APX-1 are both expressed in the DTC, and LAG-2 localizes to the entire DTC surface including its processes (Crittenden et al., 2006) . Though we excluded the possibility that our candidates regulate lag-2 expression, some of the DTCautonomous genes identified in our screen could regulate the expression of APX-1 or posttranslational modifications or localization of these ligands.
We examined a direct target of Notch signaling, sygl-1 (Kershner et al., 2014) , to dissect the relationship of germ stem cells and the DTC plexus. By examining wild-type animals with asymmetric plexus formation and identifying genes that cell-autonomously promote DTC plexus formation, we found that enwrapment by the plexus promotes expression of the stem cell marker sygl-1. The expansion of DTC processes between L4 and adult stages forms the plexus and encompasses a larger number of sygl-1-reporter-positive germ stem cells, potentially establishing the adult germ stem cell pool. While strong sygl-1 transcription overlaps with the extent of the DTC cap in the L4 stage, some sygl-1-positive nuclei appear to reside out of contact with the DTC cap in L4 animals (Lee et al., 2016) . Possibly, DTC contact may not be required in the L4 stage for GLP-1/Notch activation during larval germline expansion. We also examined rare wild-type adult animals with asymmetric plexus formation, allowing us to observe that distal germ cells without DTC plexus contacts do not express a sygl-1 reporter. These data show that all sygl-1 > GFP::H2B+ cells specifically reside within the asymmetric plexus, strongly suggesting that DTC-germ cell interactions in the adult directly promote Notch activation. Interestingly, the border of sygl-1 expression was sharply tied to the side of gonad with the asymmetrically localized DTC plexus. This contrasts to the more graded distal-proximal decrease in sygl-1 expression at the end of the plexus observed in a typical distal-localized plexus (Lee et al., 2016) . It is possible that cytoplasmic streaming within the syncytial gonad occurs most strongly along the distal-toproximal axis, thus spreading sygl-1 mRNA (Lee et al., 2016) or the intracellular domain of GLP-1/Notch after interaction with its DTCexpressed ligands to proximal germ cell nuclei (but not nuclei orthogonal to this axis) in a graded manner.
Extending the idea that the plexus is tied to the germ stem cell pool, knockdown of DTC-functioning genes lin-40 and C16A3.5 showed a shorter DTC plexus phenotype and displayed reduced numbers of sygl-1 > GFP::H2B-expressing cells. We do not believe this decrease in Notch activation is caused by the failure of the DTC to produce or localize Notch ligands in these experiments because sygl-1 > GFP::H2B is still activated within the plexus, and germ cells do not differentiate in the distal zone, a hallmark phenotype of Notch signaling defects (Austin and Kimble, 1987) . These observations support the idea that one key function of the DTC plexus -and perhaps other enwrapping stem cell niches -is to foster contactmediated signaling in stem cells, extending the range of niche signaling to promote stem cell fate in a larger pool of cells.
Taken together, our studies have identified new regulators of germ stem cell enwrapment by the DTC niche in C. elegans and have revealed a probable positive feedback loop between the enwrapping DTC and germ stem cells that reinforces and extends the germ stem cell pool. Our dissection of stem cell enwrapment provides reagents and assays to deepen our understanding of DTC plexus-germ cell interactions and identify and examine additional possible functions of the DTC plexus. As enwrapment of stem cells by niche support cells is broadly observed, we expect these studies will have wide-ranging significance to understanding stem cell regulation and human health.
Materials and methods
Strains and culture
Worm strains were maintained on NGM plates at 16, 18, or 20°C (Brenner, 1974) . In strain descriptions, we designate linkage to a promoter with a greater-than sign ( > ) and designate in-frame protein fusions with a double semicolon (::). The following tran sgenes and alleles were used in this study: qyIs353(lag-2 > GFP::CAAX), qyIs382(lag-2 > mCh::PH), stIs11646(egr-1a::H1-wCherry), sEx10059(Y71F9AL.17::GFP), crc102(ftt-2 > ftt-2::Spep-TEVmCherry); LGI, cpIs121(lag-2 > mNG::PH::F2A::rde-1), rrf-1(pk1417), exoc-8(ok2523), sur-6(sv30)/hT2; LGII, qSi26(sygl-1 > H2B::GFP::sygl-1 3' UTR), oaSi10(par-5 > par-5::GFP), cpIs91(lag-2 > 2x mKate2::PH), cpIs122(lag-2 > mNeonGreen::PH), naSi2(mex-5>H2B::mCh), rrf-3(pk1426); LGIII, his-72(tm2066), glp-1(e2144); LGIV, lin-40(gk255)/ nT1 [qIs51], teIs1(oma-1::GFP); LGV, qIs19(lag-2 > GFP::unc-54), qIs56(lag-2 > GFP), rde-1(ne219); LGX, ftt-2(n4426). Mutations were followed in crosses by PCR, sequencing, or previously reported phenotypes. naSi2 was a kind gift from Jane Hubbard.
Molecular biology and strain construction
We utilized the DTC-specific expression of the lag-2 promoter to drive membrane-targeted GFP::CAAX and mCherry::PH. The 2.8 kb region upstream of the lag-2 ATG start codon was amplified by PCR and cloned into the pPD95.75 vector at HindIII and BamHI sites. The lag-2 promoter region was then amplified and fused to GFP::CAAX (pSA129) or mCh::PH (pAA173 (Ziel et al., 2009) ) by fusion PCR and coinjected with transformation marker pPD#MM016B (unc-119) as well as EcoRIdigested salmon sperm DNA and pBluescript II as carrier DNA at 50 ng/uL into unc-119(ed4) animals. pPD95.75 was a gift from Andrew Fire (Addgene plasmid # 1494), and pSA129 was a gift of Scott Alper. Integrated lines were obtained by standard protocol (Inoue et al., 2002) . Other DTC marker strains were generated via CRISPR-Cas9 mediated recombination to insert lag-2 > mNG::PH or lag-2 > 2x mKate2::PH near the standard MoSCI insertion site ttTi5605 on chromosome II (Dickinson and Goldstein, 2016) . (Guide sequences for targeting the MoSCI sites are: chromosome I, GAAATCGCCGACTTGCGAGG; chromosome II, ATATCAGTCTGTTTCGTAA.)
To develop a RNAi-hypersensitized DTC-specific RNAi strain that labels the DTC plexus, a single copy of lag-2 > mNG::PH::F2A::rde-1 was inserted into the MoSCI site ttTi4348 on chromosome I in the rrf-3(pk1426); rde-1(ne219) background. In contrast to a previously generated DTC-specific RNAi strain (Martynovsky et al., 2012) , this new strain contains the RNAi-hypersensitive mutation rrf-3 to facilitate screening (Simmer et al., 2003) . Additionally, this new DTCspecific strain labels the DTC cell membrane instead of predominantly labeling the cell body with cytoplasmic GFP. Finally, in contrast to the previous strain which contains two transgenic arrays, this new DTCspecific strain contains one single copy transgene, lag-2 > mNG::PH::F2A::rde-1, labeling all rde-1-rescued cells with NeonGreen. This single copy strategy also reduces background DTC migration defects present in the previous strain; in contrast, our strain shows wild-type migration (Table S6 ). The lag-2 promoter is specific to the DTC in L4 and adult stages (Fig. S1 ) and has been previously used for DTC-specific RNAi (Martynovsky et al., 2012; Tannoury et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2014) . We observed broader lag-2 expression in the L1 stage in the somatic gonad precursors Z1 and Z4 and in the L2 stage in the seam cells. To avoid knockdown in these other tissues, we utilized L3/L4 platings on RNAi for scoring of DTC plexus defects, thus allowing DTC-specific knockdown.
To confirm that the DTC-specific strain was sensitive to RNAi in the DTC, worms were treated with RNAi to genes known to regulate DTC migration cell-autonomously (gon-1 (Blelloch and Kimble, 1999) , mig-38 (Martynovsky et al., 2012) ), and penetrant DTC migration defects were observed (Table S6 ). To confirm that the DTC-specific RNAi strain was insensitive to RNAi in other tissues, worms were treated with RNAi to germline-and muscle-expressed genes. First, worms were treated with RNAi for four essential germline genes (gld-1 (Francis et al., 1995) , glh-1 (Gruidl et al., 1996) , fbf-2 (Crittenden et al., 2002), fog-3 (Ellis and ), and expected phenotypes were observed in the germline-specific rrf-1(pk1417) strain but not in the DTC-specific lag-2 > RDE-1 strain (Table S6) . Next, worms were treated with RNAi to the muscle-expressed collagen emb-9 (Graham et al., 1997) , and worm rupture was observed in the whole-body RNAi-sensitized strain rrf-3(pk1426) but not in the DTC-specific lag-2 > RDE-1 strain (Table  S6) .
Off-target optimized RNAi constructs including 200 or 600 bp of coding sequence were designed using the Web portal dsCheck (Naito et al., 2005) , transformed into the RNAi vector HT115, and retested in tissue-specific RNAi strains to confirm DTC plexus defects (Table S5) . The redesigned ran-1 clone caused a highly penetrant DTC plexus defect (100%, n = 30). The redesigned W07E6.2 clone did not show a penetrant defect, so we cannot rule out off-target effects; alternatively, the shorter RNAi construct may be ineffective. Primers are available upon request.
L1 plating RNAi screen
We carried out a targeted RNAi screen of genes known to affect fecundity and cell communication utilizing the C. elegans ORF-RNAi feeding RNAi library (Rual et al., 2004;  Table S1 ). Specifically, we selected genes with reported RNAi phenotypes of 'reduced brood size' (649 genes) or 'fewer germ cells' (31 genes) utilizing the WormMart tool on WormBase.org. We also selected genes annotated with the cell communication GO term (GO:0007154) (74 genes) (Ashburner et al., 2000) , utilizing http://go.princeton.edu/cgi-bin/GOTermFinder. We then added a short list of additional candidate genes based on literature searches of other cases of cell enwrapping behaviors: actin regulation (9 genes), germline ensheathment in Drosophila, engulfment and glial cell ensheathment in C. elegans (8 genes), and entosis of cancer cells (3 genes). We performed L1 RNAi treatments targeting 708 total genes and L3/L4 RNAi treatments targeting 145 genes according to standard protocols (Dalfó et al., 2012; Kamath et al., 2001 ). The L1 stage was chosen for the initial high throughput screen, as synchronized worms can be rapidly manipulated at this stage (Rual et al., 2004) . To determine a biologically relevant cutoff and as a positive control, we performed RNAi to the key niche regulator lag-2, a DTC-expressed Notch ligand (Henderson et al., 1994) , and observed a low penetrance defect (7% of animals scored, Table S2 ). To confidently identify genes of interest, we set a more stringent threshold of 15%, which is statistically significant for a sample size of 40 animals (close to the number that can be scored in one experiment) in a Fisher's exact test. Since we also stringently defined a DTC plexus defect as a 50% reduction in plexus length, which is not observed in wild-type animals, we are confident that even low penetrance defects by RNAi suggest genes with significant roles in DTC plexus formation. Knockdown of genes by feeding animals bacteria expressing dsRNA is often incompletely penetrant and variable (Simmer et al., 2003) , such that a low penetrance defect by feeding RNAi can detect genes with significant roles. The known stem cell regulator fbf-2 was identified in this screen. fbf-2 RNAi may knock out both fbf-1 and fbf-2 (Crittenden et al., 2002) and serves as a control for known genes affecting the stem cell niche.
L3/L4 RNAi plating followup screens
To assay the effect of RNAi knockdown specifically during the time window of DTC elaboration, RNAi clones resulting in a DTC plexus defect or developmental defects in the L1 screen were repeated in a second screen with a later RNAi exposure. We exposed worms to RNAi approximately 12 h prior to DTC plexus formation in the L3/L4 stage (Byrd et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2013) to target the developmental window of DTC elaboration. Synchronized L1s were plated on OP50 and then transferred to RNAi plates at the L3/early L4 stages, determined by observing vulval invagination (approximately 47 h post L1 plating at 18°C). L3/L4 animals were transferred to RNAi plates by washing five times in M9 to remove OP50 bacteria. Adults were scored after 1.5 -2 days of RNAi feeding. Twenty-nine RNAi treatments resulted in DTC plexus defects in 15% or more of animals exposed (Table 1, Table S4 ) and were sequenced to confirm the correct insert. We then knocked down these candidate genes in the germline-specific rrf-1 strain (Kumsta and Hansen, 2012) and our newly developed DTC-specific RNAi strain. We expected variability in gene knockdown by RNAi given these different strain backgrounds, particularly for the DTC-specific line containing the RNAi-hypersensitizing mutation rrf-3 (Simmer et al., 2003) and rescuing the RNAi response in the DTC with lag-2 > RDE-1. Due to this variability, while we focus on genes whose loss results in > 15% penetrance defects, we report all scoring data for these screens (Tables 2, 3 ).
Scoring DTC morphology
DTC plexus defects were scored as > 50% reduction in DTC plexus length between the one-to-two-day-adult stage, staged as 24 -48 h after the midL4 stage at 20°C as previously described (Byrd et al., 2014) . We retained genes whose knockdown produced DTC plexus defects in > 15% of animals exposed to RNAi in initial screens. Animals that bagged, displayed incorrect gonad migration, failed to reach the egg-laying adult stage, or showed reduced lag-2 reporter expression were excluded from scoring. Scoring was performed blind to the identity of the RNAi clone.
Quantification of DTC morphology and germline characteristics
Measurements of germline progenitor zone length, which has been previously referred to as the proliferative or mitotic zone, and length of the DTC plexus were performed as previously described (Byrd et al., 2014; Crittenden et al., 2017) . Briefly, the progenitor zone was measured from the distal end of the gonad to the first row of germ cells containing multiple crescent-shaped nuclei indicating meiotic prophase in DAPI-stained animals. The DAPI staining method was modified from a previous protocol (Hanazawa et al., 2004) . Animals were collected in M9, pelleted and fixed in ice-cold methanol for one minute, washed in PBS-TX100 three times, then stained with 1 μg/mL DAPI (diamidino-2-phenylindole, Thermo Scientific #62248) in PBS-TX100 for 30 min, followed by three PBS-TX100 washes prior to imaging.
DTC plexus length was determined as the extent of short intercalating DTC processes (SIPs) along the gonad arm, excluding single SIPs separated by more than 25 µm (approximately 5 germ cell diameters). These criteria allowed the measurement of the plexus region of densely-packed intercalating processes.
The number of sygl-1-expressing cells was determined by counting the number of nuclei with detectable nuclear sygl-1 > H2B::GFP (Kershner et al., 2014) in the distal gonad. This sygl-1 reporter does not capture the difference between sygl-1 active transcription and the diffusion of mRNA between syncytial germ cells as in (Lee et al., 2016) . As germline-expressed transgenes are commonly silenced in C. elegans (Frøkjaer-Jensen et al., 2016; Praitis et al., 2001) , we utilized the oma-1::GFP transgene to reduce silencing (Shirayama et al., 2012) . Animals that showed germline silencing were excluded from analysis. As a control for the experiment reducing lin-40 and C16A3.5 expression and examining DTC plexus formation and GLP-1/Notch signaling, we found that lag-2 expression was not altered by lin-40 or C16A3.5 RNAi treatment (data not shown). LAG-2 protein levels and localization were not assessed, nor was expression of another DTC-expressed Notch ligand, apx-1 (Nadarajan et al., 2009) .
Additionally, we confirmed that knockdown of DTC-autonomous genes including lin-40 and C16A3.5 did not cause gross germline defects (Fig. S4) . Wild-type gonad length was determined by migration of the gonad arm adjacent to or past the uterus. Wild-type proliferation and differentiation of germ cells was assayed by scoring for the presence of the progenitor, pachytene, and oocyte zones by examining chromatin structure in DAPI-stained or mCherry::histone labeled germ cells at timepoints matching previous assays. All quantification was performed blind.
Germ cell fate manipulation
glp-1(e2144) animals were maintained at 16°C. Early L4 animals or young adult animals (28 h past the mid-L4 stage) were transferred to new plates, some of which were imaged (T0) and some of which were transferred to the restrictive temperature (25°C) or returned to the permissive temperature (16°C) to be imaged 24 h later. For comparisons of DTC elaboration between L4 stage T0 and upshifted or control glp-1(e2144) adult animals, the extent of the SIPs under the cap or plexus was measured (Fig. 3A) .
Statistical analysis
Fisher's exact tests, ANOVA followed by the Tukey-Kramer HSD test, or two-tailed unpaired Student's t-tests were performed in JMP Pro 13 as noted in figure legends and text. Power calculations performed in JMP Pro 13 were used to determine sample size.
Microscopy and image acquisition, processing, and analysis
Confocal DIC and fluorescent images were acquired on an AxioImager A1 microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with an EMCCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics), a 100x or 40x Plan-Apochromat (1.4 NA) objective, and a spinning disc confocal scan head (CSU-10; Yokogawa Electric Corporation) driven by μManager software (Edelstein et al., 2010) at 20°C. Widefield DIC and fluorescent images were acquired with an AxioImager A1 microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with a CCD camera (AxioCam MRm; Carl Zeiss) and 100x Plan-Apochromat objective (1.4 NA) driven by Axiovision software (Carl Zeiss). Worms were mounted on 5% noble agar pads containing 0.01 M sodium azide for imaging.
Images were processed with FIJI 2.0 and Photoshop CS6 (Adobe Systems Inc.). Images of entire germlines were comprised of multiple images stitched with the FIJI pairwise stitching method (Preibisch et al., 2009) . Confocal images were displayed as full projections of the entire DTC or core projections of the central z slices as previously described, as the outer surface of the DTC obscures viewing the plexus (Byrd et al., 2014) . Core projections were generated in FIJI from a stack of z slices acquired at intervals of 0.5 or 1 µm and are 10 μm-thick projections unless otherwise noted in figure legends. Isosurface renderings of the DTC cell membrane were built in Imaris 7 (Bitplane) using a threshold that captured the DTC plexus, and the total surface area of the DTC was measured blind. Figures and graphs generated by JMP Pro 13 were constructed using Illustrator CS6 (Adobe Systems Inc.).
